CITY OF KENOSHA, WISCONSIN

ADDENDUM #1

PROPOSAL NOTICE #4-19 - REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL TO RAZE STRUCTURE AND RESTORE LOT AT 8549 26TH AVENUE

ADDENDUM ISSUED: April 8, 2019

1. Remove iron water pit (approximately 6’ deep and 4’ wide) and manhole cover on west side of structure. Backfill void and restore surface.

2. Provide an alternate bid for the removal of a similarly sized potential sanitary pit and manhole cover on southwest side of structure. Manhole was not visible from grass surface, but metal was detected using an electric wand. Backfill void and restore surface.

3. Install tracking pad over curb in parking lot to prevent any damage to curb.

4. There are no other changes, clarifications or additions pursuant to these solicitations. Proposal Opening is still Thursday, April 11, 2019 at 2:30pm